I provide below STARTING POINTS for your final research project on India’s partition. I would recommend that you run a list of final sources by me BEFORE you start work on writing up the research project. The use of ANY web sites except those I have listed below (and other than those of scholarly journals) MUST, repeat MUST, be cleared by me first. Failing to do that will have serious consequences for your grade for the project.


Cline library does not have all the sources listed below, and certainly will not have all the resources you need for your research. So please make sure you put in requests for some of these from Inter Library Loan. Look at “Request Materials” under “Library Services” of the Cline Library page http://www.nau.edu/library/ to make requests.

PLEASE SHARE RESOURCES WITH OTHER TEAMS WHEN NECESSARY.

I. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR ALL TEAMS (except perhaps those representing abducted women): ON RESERVE AT CLINE LIBRARY


II. SOME GENERAL BOOKS ON PARTITION (other than those listed below, or on the syllabus) ALSO ON RESERVE AT CLINE


**III:** A GREAT source, but one which we don’t have in Cline and one I particularly recommend for teams representing the VICEROY’s OFFICE is *The Transfer of power 1942-7*; editor-in-chief Nicholas Mansergh, assistant editor E. W. R. Lumby. This is in MULTIPLE VOLUMES and please call for the volumes most relevant for your purposes via Inter Library Loan. The ASU library has all 12 volumes with the call # of *DS480.83 .T7 v.11, DS480.83 .T7 ( v1-12)*

**IV: SOURCES FOR SPECIFIC TEAMS**

1. **Ambedkar:** This is an easy one because his specific views on partition and the creation of Pakistan is available online at [http://www.ambedkar.org/pakistan/](http://www.ambedkar.org/pakistan/) Please make sure you look through the entire 180 page book and pick out the arguments most relevant for your project.

   Also see *What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables* http://ambedkar.org/ambcd/41A.What%20Congress%20and%20Gandhi%20Preface.htm

   and other writings available at [http://ambedkar.org/ambcd/](http://ambedkar.org/ambcd/)

2. **Viceroy’s office.**
   
   Penedral Moon *the British Conquest and Dominion of India.*
(ASU library has another one very important book by him titled, Divide and Quit. I would urge you to use Inter-Library Loan to get the book for this debate)


Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi. DS481.G3A13 (multiple volumes, choose the ones most relevant to partition)


4 . Indian National Congress (Nehru)


Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru, second series. New Delhi : Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, Teen Murti House ; New York : Distributed by Oxford University Press, 1984. DS481.N35 A25 1984 (Multiple volumes, select the most relevant)


5. **Muslim League.**


Z.H. Zaidi. editor-in-chief *Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah papers*. Islamabad: Quaid-i-Azam Papers Project, National Archives of Pakistan, 1993-. Multiple Volumes. (Need to call relevant volumes via ILL) Univ of AZ library has many of the volumes.


Ian Talbot *Freedom's cry: the popular dimension in the Pakistan movement and partition experience in North-West India* Karachi: Oxford University Press, c1996.


6. **Abducted Women and Victims of Partition Violence.**

Ritu Menon ed, *No Woman's Land: Women From Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh Write on Partition of India*. (Need to call via ILL)

Ritu Menon & Kamla Bhasin *Borders & Boundaries: Women in India's Partition*. (Need to call via ILL).


Kamla Patel (translated by Uma Randeria) Torn From the Roots: A Partition Memoir. Delhi: Women Unlimited, 2006. (Need to call via ILL)

Pandey’s Remembering Partition (cited above) has some good references to follow up on, as well as original data on this subject.

7. Hindu Right


Site on Nathuram Godse, Gandhi’s Assassin (includes his defense speech at the trial) http://members.tripod.com/ngodse/

8. Independent Leftist Intellectuals and/or Progressive Writers.


